1. Drain and clean the solution tank.
2. Drain and clean recovery tank.
3. Clean the float shut off.
4. Clean the brush and vacuum shoe. Inspect the brush for wear and replace if necessary.
5. Store brush in the recovery tank with the bearing side up.
6. Remove the three spray jets and soak them in a solution of water and vinegar overnight.
7. Remove, empty and clean the debris tray.
8. Tip machine back to ensure that the extractor deck is resting on the kickstand to protect the brush during storage.
Adjust steering wheel for operator comfort.

Fill solution tank.

Adjust brush height with yellow knob on extractor deck.

Ensure cord is run through cord management system.

Use the Kärcher EASY dial to select what operation mode you want to operate in.

Press the solution button to activate it. See that water comes through the right but not the left clear dome on the recovery tank.

Pull the yellow grip on the steering wheel to begin extraction while walking forward. Apply some resistance to control the speed.

Press the black button and pull the yellow grip simultaneously to reverse the operation of the brush.

Use the steering wheel to maneuver the machine. Rotate the head 180° for full extraction in corners or tight spaces.